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KBE is maximum
performance
Individual solutions, fast delivery service, technical innovations – KBE stands for maximum
performance. In just a few years, the company evolved into the world leader for PVC-U
windows.

To consolidate and expand this leadership, KBE is constantly investing in state of the art
production plant, research and development, and intelligent logistics.

The special dynamics of KBE can also be experienced with its latest profile generation: KBE 76.
The new system combines the best properties that today’s fastidious developers, architects,
and planners can wish for: optimised insulation, space for large window areas, and an elegant,
trendsetting design.

KBE 76 delivers a fascinating performance.
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Achieve energy targets: KBE 76

Never before was the goal of saving energy and heating costs so easy
and comfortable as with KBE 76. The new window generation takes triple insulating and special functional glazing up to 48 mm thick. In other
words: Virtually no heating energy is lost through the glazed areas. Yet
the large windows let through valuable solar heat.

Wide range of glazing for triple insulating
and special functional glazing up to
48 mm
High-insulation double seal system with
76 mm installation depth.
Utilisation of solar energy gains
Optional proEnergyTec in frame and sash
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Optimal quality
of living: KBE 76
Large glazed areas with ultra modern panes – KBE 76 makes your wish come true for
rooms flooded with light. This innovative profile technology offers high static stability and slender window sight lines.

The result is a well lit, yet energy efficient living space. The large window areas make
optimal use of the incident sunlight and in addition save heating costs when outside
temperatures start dropping.

Make your new home more appealing, friendly, and sunlit.
Or renovate your home with KBE 76.

Slender profile sight lines for
maximised passage of light
Solar energy gains additionally
cut heating costs
Intelligent design enhances
window stability
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Convincing protection: KBE 76

Fantastic noise protection
Increasing traffic, more industrial estates – the
environment is getting louder. KBE 76 lets you

Innovative seals for optimal
sound insulation

Strong protection
against forced entry

simply block out this unhealthy noise.
The solution takes the form of innovative sealing
technology and sound insulating glazing. You live

Optional installation of sound
insulating glazing

It has been proved: Burglar resistant measures

more quietly and have a more relaxed life. Enjoy

on windows and doors deter burglars because

with KBE 76 this well being in your rooms.

their time consuming efforts may be noticed.
For this reason, KBE 76 offers a great many
options for reliable protection against forced

Installation of safety glazing up to
resistance class RC 2
Burglar resistant hardware may also
be installed

entry on your windows, balcony doors, and
terrace doors. This innovative system is ideal for
burglar resistant hardware and safety glazing.
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Fresh air supply,
systematically:
REGEL-air® 76

Flexible installation options.
Fitted with a double-stage wind pressure
regulator, REGEL-air® 76 contributes to healthy
indoor air inside closed windows and is easy to
clean.

The new REGEL-air® 76 fan features an innovative return spring and does not need a power
supply. It can be installed either horizontally
or vertically in the window. The system is
therefore ideal as a retrofit on small windows
as well (windows with 58 mm, 70 mm, 76 mm,
and 88 mm installation depth).

Correct, regular airing is becoming more important than
ever, especially in face of the growing effectiveness provided by insulation in living space. When there is too little ventilation the relative air humidity rises constantly,

Constant, uniform supply of fresh air

quickly giving rise to a damp indoor climate that pro-

Minimises high air humidity and the
risk of mould

motes the growth of mould.

Simple retrofit
For this reason it is important that a healthy balance is reached
between a sensible ventilation behaviour and the minimum
heat loss. This safeguards on the one hand sustainable energy
consumption, on the other the integrity of the building fabric that
would otherwise suffer from the effects of moisture. REGEL-air®
76 from KBE is your ventilation solution that provides a uniform
supply of fresh air. REGEL-air® 76 is therefore also ideal for those
who spend only some of the time in the building, for instance
their weekend or holiday home.

Integrated in the outer frame rebate, so
invisible from the inside and outside
when the window is closed
Easy to clean

Test values in dB*

Fan installation

Tested sound insulation up to 43 dB
(STC 4)
Tightness against driving rain and air
passage in accordance with DIN and EU
standards

Air flow rate in m3/h

REGEL-air®

A

B

C

2 Pa

4 Pa

5 Pa

7 Pa

8 Pa

1 along the horizontal
top,
1 along the vertical side

39

43

43

3

4

5

5

6

2 along the horizontal
top,
1 along the vertical side

38

42

43

3

4

5

6

7

2 along the horizontal
top,
2 along the vertical side

38

42

42

4

5

6

7

8

*

Ventilation in accordance with DIN
1946-6

Pane structure: A) 6/16/4/14/4 (36–37 dB), B) 8 CSG SI/12/6/12/8 CSG SI (45 dB), C) 12 CSG SI/20/8/20 CSG SI (48 dB)
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Passive house
Want to do a lot for the environment, yet save costs without sacrificing convenience and design? A passive house
with KBE 76 makes this possible. When fitted with the
upgrade technologies AluClip Pro and proEnergyTec, the
modern window system exhibits a thermal insulation
value Uf of 0.93 W/(m2K), fulfilling the high energy saving
requirements for passive houses. Yet KBE 76 with
AluClip Pro and proEnergyTec can offer a lot more besides.

Proactive environmental protection
AluClip Pro

proEnergyTec

Passive house

KBE 76 AluClip Pro gives you the best of two worlds: aluminium and

The reinforcing chambers in both the sash and

The concept behind a passive house works only with a

PVC-U in the one innovative system. Aluminium presents a convinc-

frame can be filled with proEnergyTec foam

refined thermal insulation that limits the annual heat-

ing elegance, the best weather resistance, high stability, and a wide

instead. This technology achieves the highest

ing needs to 15 kWh per square metre of living space. This

range of colours. PVC-U provides the optimal thermal and sound

thermal insulation values and can be recycled

allows a building to be heated alone from passive energy

insulation in addition to functional reliability. Yet another advantage

easily at a later date. The values are so good that

sources without the need for a separate heating system.

– The aluminium takes over the load bearing functions, so no steel

KBE 76 with AluClip Pro and proEnergyTec fulfils

One of the most important components here is the window

reinforcement is needed in the window sash.

passive house requirements.

system. The slender profile sight lines presented by
KBE 76 with the aluminium cover not only allow a modern
design with large glazed areas, but also increase solar gains.

Certified for passive houses by ift Rosenheim.
Outstanding thermal insulation value
		 up to Uf = 0.93 W/(m2K)
Elegant aluminium design in all RAL colours
A system for the whole home
Fully recyclable
High stability through aluminium saves costly
steel reinforcements
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Everything else
but superficial
Great design diversity

protected by colour

Developers, architects, and planners will be fascinated by the colour options with KBE 76. Whether new
buildings or renovations – KBE 76 lends its countless colours and surface structures for a unique architectural character. One particular innovation takes the form of the surface technology proCoverTec.
This new and unique finishing combines function with long life and aesthetics.

The innovative
surface technology
The proCoverTec surface is extremely tight and homogeneous. It
provides the optimal protection on your window profiles against
solar irradiation and weathering effects and offers the minimal
hold for particles, effectively eliminating dirt. The satin look pre-

Classical white

Plain colour laminations

Wood grain laminations

Timeless white of enduring

This lamination brings

The wood grain lamination

beauty because the quality

colour into play. The surface is

unites the natural look with the

PVC-U of KBE 76 is extremely

weather resistant and easy to

advantages of robust PVC-U.

weather resistant, retaining

clean.

The regular paintwork usual for

its smooth, glossy surface. It is

wooden profiles is no longer

also easy to clean.

necessary, and your house

sents a quality appearance. This is joined by the pleasant feel of
the slightly structured surface. Choose from a wide range of 22

colour

colours. Decide for full cover full cover colour or outside lining.

Protection
User friendly

takes on the character of a
farmhouse.
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AluClip

AluClip Pro

AddOn

Fitted with the aluminium clad-

On AluClip Pro, the aluminium profile is com-

This aluminium compound win-

ding, the KBE 76 system gives you

bined with the PVC-U profile. The aluminium

dow convinces not only with its

the best of both worlds: the ele-

then takes over the load bearing properties,

modern design, but also with an

gant aluminium design for virtu-

and the window sash no longer needs internal

optionally integrated sunshade

ally unlimited colour schemes and

steel reinforcement. The reinforcing chamber

and shutter system. Also, the addi-

the optimal insulating values of

can be filled with proEnergyTec foam. This addi-

tional pane enhances thermal and

the modern PVC-U profile.

tional insulation in the profiles safeguards an

sound insulation.

extraordinarily high thermal insulation.

Powerful combination: KBE 76
PVC-U and aluminium – KBE 76 gives you the advantages of both materials in the one innovative window system. In this combination, the aluminium cover provides the weather resistance and the colour diversity. The
finished window receives its optimal thermal and sound insulation from
the PVC-U profile.
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Robust doors:

KBE 76

Welcome! Your new KBE 76 door will make for an
impressive reception. In addition, KBE 76 harmonises
perfectly with the overall look of your home. You can
also use the same system for your windows to design
your residential, balcony, terrace, and parallel sliding-tilting doors. KBE 76 represents outstanding thermal and sound insulation values as well as excellent
protection against weathering and driving rain.

Residential, balcony, terrace, and parallel sliding-tilting doors
Perfect protection against wind and
rain
High thermal insulation thanks to
threshold with thermal break
Max sash sizes:
Residential door, single-sash 1200 x
2400 mm
Residential door, floating mullion sash
1000 x 2400 mm
High level of protection against forced
entry – up to resistance class RC 2
High tightness thanks to double seals
on the threshold
Use of special functional glazing or
commercially available residential
door panelling
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Sustainability as
the incentive: KBE 76

KBE 76 saves valuable resources because the new window

Optimised use of materials

generation strikes the optimal balance between use of materials
and function. In other words, sparing use of plastics, but maximum

Eco friendly, lead free stabilisers

insulating values.
These are joined by the greenline guidelines. The plastics are not
treated with lead, but with eco friendly stabilisers based on calcium
and zinc.
The sustainability cycle comes full circle when KBE 76 is recycled
at the end of its lifecycle. It is important here that the recycled
foam and the PVC can be separated cleanly from the foam filled

Material cycle powered by professional
recycling
Sustainable contribution to CO2 reductions –
thanks to high thermal insulation you need
less heating energy

proEnergyTec profiles.
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Best performance: KBE 76
The greatest strength of KBE 76 is
the sum of its many advantages. This
modern PVC-U window system fulfils
all requirements of both today and
tomorrow.

Top marks for thermal insulation

Top marks for noise protection

Top marks for handling ease

Top marks for stability

The insulating chambers and the proEnergyTec

Combined with high-quality functional glazing, the

The latest hardware technology is tuned to all of

Perfect steel positioning and steel fit points pro-

variant safeguard very high thermal insulation.

KBE 76 system offers you optimal noise protection.

the usual opening modes, and everyday opening

vide for the perfect window statics.

and closing couldn’t be easier.

In AluClip Pro, the aluminium cover undertakes
the static function.

Top marks for design
Slender profiles make large transparent glazed

Top marks for protection against
forced entry

areas possible. A wide range of laminates and the

The window profiles are designed for special

numerous combinations with finished aluminium

security hardware and additional burglar resistant

give you your individual design.

measures.

Top marks for ventilation
Optional integrated ventilation systems generate
the optimal indoor climate and prevents mould.

Top marks for care
The high quality surfaces are weather resistant
and easy to clean.

Top measurement: 76 mm
Top marks for lasting value

Top marks for weather tightness

The high quality and the superior eco friendly

The innovative sealing levels keep out draughts,

plastics promote long service lives and provide

dust, and rain and provide for a pleasant living

a sustained boost to the value of your property.

With its small installation depth, the slender window profile is not only attractive for new buildings, but perfectly ideal for window renovations
fulfilling high architectural and energy saving
requirements.

climate.
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High tech,
systematically: KBE 76
KBE 76 is a universal window system – flexible for your individual wishes,
cost effective for your budget. Yet not only the numerous variants make
KBE 76 attractive, but also the innovative technologies.

Despite its relatively slender profile, the innovative design can take triple
1

glazing with modern insulating panes. And thanks to intelligent fasteners, KBE 76 makes sure that old windows can be replaced with new,

4

6

modern ones quickly and efficiently.

7
2

5

3

1

5

3
Perfect thermal insulation value

High dimensional stability

Even the standard KBE 76 window exhibits
an excellent thermal insulation value of
Uf = 1.1 W/(m2K).

2
Flexible and clean installation.
KBE 76 assembly includes all of the standard installation conditions. Flexible, fast,
and clean installation is assured with a
screw union through the steel, a dowel chamber adapter, or an anchor.

Reliable functionality

The steel reinforcement at the centre safeguards the maximum dimensional stability.
Special fit points keep the steel reinforcement in the right position.

4

7
Load bearing hardware screwed through
multiple profile webs, special guide lobes,
and the steel reinforcement.

proEnergyTec
This technology achieves the highest thermal insulation values. There is therefore no
need or steel reinforcement inside the sash
and/or frame. The reinforcing chamber is
then foam filled with proEnergyTec.

6
Ultra modern chamber design
Designed on the basis of ultra modern
calculating methods, the chambers provide
high thermal and sound insulation, optimal
profile stability, and high load bearing capacity
for heavy glazing.

Many designs
The window system KBE 76 offers a wide
range of individualisation options like
e.g. the most diverse laminate colours or
ultra modern aluminium cladding that can be
coated in all known RAL colours or with extraordinary effects.
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Durability

redefined KBE 76

KBE 76 is long lived. Not only will your investments in new windows and doors pay off,
their functionality and immaculate look will be a source of pleasure to you for a long
time to come. The high quality of KBE 76 is worth your while.

In addition, KBE 76 lets you create lasting value. Supported by the timeless elegance
and sustainable concept of KBE 76, you will prove your responsibility for the coming
generations.

Optimised thermal insulation for high
cost and energy savings
Perfected noise protection for enhanced
quality of living
Optional integrated burglary protection
for greater security
Easy care thanks to robust and weather
resistant surfaces
Lasting value thanks to durable quality
on the highest level
Ultra modern technology for great handling ease and reliable functionality
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